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At the beginning of September,
Aiya took a brief trip to the
United Kingdom where he
conducted a series of workshops
and lectures.  He was back before
the middle of the month, during
which time the flag went up for
Navarathri.

Also during this time, the first
ever Interactive Learning Sessions
(ILS) class took place on
September 24.  The response from
the general public was massive,
with all three simultaneous
classes seeing a full attendance
from all three designated age
groups.  A total of about 150
adults and children showed up
for their respective three-hour
class, and most stayed for that
night’s Pradosham puja.

Navarathri began a few days
later and lasted throughout the
first week of October.
Immediately after Navarathri
ended, the second set of ILS classes
took place on October 8 with
Aiya, Kumaran Perinpanathan,
and Pravin Ranjan, each teaching
their respective subject matters
from Session 1, but to different age
groups.

Past Events

 During the period following
Navarathri and throughout the
three-week Kedara Gowri
vratam, Aiya was in and out of
town, but was back for the final
day’s puja.

Immediately after Kedara Gowri
wrapped up, Aiya and the
temple’s bhajan group travelled to
Scarborough, Ontario in the first
week of November for the latest
bhajan release of songs from the
Thirupuggazh.  The night saw a
crowd of over 200 people
attending.

Throughout November, the
temple volunteers began to
implement a new system of
running the Saturday pujas,
where the same people would not
be doing the same tasks anymore.
To lead by example, Aiya, himself

The festival started
with the raising of
the flag
(dvajarohanam) on
Sept. 20, but the main
festival officially
began eight days
later on the 27th.  The
hallmark of this
Navarathri was a
continuous Maha
Shodasi homam,
which began each
day during the
regular homam but
continued on
throughout the
afternoon and also

Sharada Navarathri, Sept. 27 - Oct. 7

refrained from sitting at the
kalasams for the November 19
puja, and instead worked all
morning in the kitchen helping to
make the mahaprasadam for
lunch!

The ILS classes for November
and December were cancelled
because of school exams for all
children and teenagers, as well as
the impending India Yatra trip for
many of the temple volunteers.
The classes were announced to
resume at full capacity in
January.,

The end of November was busy,
with Aiya travelling to Toronto to
do a wedding, flying out of town
for a funeral, and then returning
to Rochester to perform another
wedding and a valaikaapu
ceremony.
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evenings and overnight.  Shodasi
chanted outloud and internally
contributed to the daily quota,
culminating in 108,000 repititions
by the end of the festival.

Daily kalasa-sthapanam and
abhishekam/alankaram also took
place during the day, and different
upasakas  conducted Sri Chakra
(Navavarana) pujas each evening.

As usual, every third day, the
utsava Rajarajeswari was carried
outside via palanquin as Durga,
Lakshmi, and Saraswati,
respectively.

The last Thursday of Navarathri
saw the grand Chandi homam at
5 a.m., which was followed by the
Devi riding her large chariot
around the temple.  On Friday
October the 7th, temple
volunteers bathed all the
moveable murthis outside in the
water-cutting ceremony.

Take a look at some of the
Navarathri pictures on pages 5
and 6!

Skanda Sashti, Oct. 27-31

Kedara Gowri Vratham (last day),
Oct. 26

This 6-day festival for
Murugan began immediately
after Kedara Gowri vratham
was completed.  Murugan,
Devayani and Valli remained in
the yajnashala throughout this
festival where they received
worship by the assembled
devotees each night.

On the final night, the divine
trio re-enacted the events that
brought them all together,
starting with the Sura
Samharam, where Muruga got
ready to conquer the demon who
was threatening the Devas.

After he won the war, he
married Indra’s daughter,
Devayani, and then subsequently
eloped with her spiritual sister,
Valli.  Hoisted on palanquins by
devotees, the three went around
the temple.  By the end of their
pradakshanam, Devayani had
forgiven Muruga for also
marrying Valli, as it was foretold
from a previous birth that both
sisters were equally but very
differently devoted to the war
lord.

Beginning on the last
couple of days of the
temple’s Navarathri
festival, this three-week
vratham received a hefty
amount of sponsorships
from ladies praying for the
well-being of their
husbands.

However, boys and men
also sponsor this puja
because its greater purpose
is to merge with Lord
Shiva.  Parvati Devi
originally performed it for
that very purpose; to be
one with the divine source.

On the final night, puja
was performed as usual,
and the festival kalasam
was carried around the
temple.  At the end of the
night, all sponsors were
given the sharadu (thread)
and fruit prasadam as
everyone had dinner.

Kartikkeya and his wives received milk

abhishekam each evening.

Shanmukha being prepared to ride

into “war” against the demon Sura.

Karthikai Deepam, Dec. 9

This festival is done a little
differently every year, but the one
common factor from year to year
is the abundance of lights around
the temple.

This year was no different, and
more people than usual were able
to attend the festivities because it
fell on a Friday night.  A basic
puja was performed as always
and the puja lasted about two

The set up at Karthikai Deepam 2010.

hours.  It finished at the same time
as that night’s evening puja to the
Devi inside the temple, after which
all the tea lights, deepams and
candles were lit up in and out of
the temple and the lights were
switched off.

The temple glowed as if the stars
in the sky fell to the earth.
Afterwards, the lights were
switched back on and everyone
present was given mahaprasadam
as dinner.
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The Sri Rajarajeswari Peetam ~ 6980 East River Road ~ Rush, NY 14543 ~ Phone: (585) 533 - 1970

Upcoming Events

Devi willing, the next issue of
the Sri Chakra will be up on the
temple’s website at the beginning
of March 2012.

This magazine cannot keep
publishing without
contributions! Articles, poems,
stories and photos about any
spiritual topic are welcomed.

The next deadline for article
submission is February 10.
Please e-mail us with your
contributions or feedback about
this issue at
sri_chakra_mag@srividya.org or
talk to Kamya or Abhi at the
temple.

Sri Gurubhyo Namaha!

In Three Months

Our deepest thanks andOur deepest thanks andOur deepest thanks andOur deepest thanks andOur deepest thanks and

gratitude to this issue’sgratitude to this issue’sgratitude to this issue’sgratitude to this issue’sgratitude to this issue’s

volunteers: Aiya, Vilasvolunteers: Aiya, Vilasvolunteers: Aiya, Vilasvolunteers: Aiya, Vilasvolunteers: Aiya, Vilas
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Babu, Gratus Devanesan,Babu, Gratus Devanesan,Babu, Gratus Devanesan,Babu, Gratus Devanesan,Babu, Gratus Devanesan,
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Thai Pongal, Jan. 15

Maha Shivarathri, Feb. 20

Thiruvempavai/Ardhra
Dharshanam, Dec. 30 - Jan. 8

Because of the India Yatra trip,
Aiya and many of the regular
temple volunteers will not be
present at this year’s
Thiruvempavai, but as Aiya
frequently says, no one at the
temple is irreplaceable; not even
himself.

The festival will go on as usual,
and whoever is present will wake
up for 5 a.m. pujas to Lord
Nataraja.  The pujas and songs to
the Lord will usually wrap up at
about 7 a.m. each morning.

On Ardhra Dharshanam day,
the puja will commence at 4 a.m.
and will usually go straight on
until about noon.

In India, this festival is also
known in some areas as
Sankaranthi, and marks the
beginning of spring and the
harvest season.  At the temple,
Aiya or Shankar uncle usually

perform a small puja, complete
with the boiling over of milk and
the offering of sakkarai pongal
(sweet rice) to the Devi.

This puja usually only takes
less than an hour and is typically
performed with the rising of the
sun.  It will take place at the
same time as the daily morning
puja inside.

The chanting of 11 Rudrams in a
row has become a staple of Maha

Shivarathri at the temple, and is
often recommended as the quickest
way to get a handle on chanting
this most difficult text of the Vedas
out loud.

Several puja “stations” with
different types of shivalingams
will be set up around the temple
and yajnashala, including
shivalingams made of mercury,
different precious stones, and even
one made of cooked rice.

Everyone who comes to the
temple on this night will be given
bilvam leaves to offer to any or all
of the shivalingams throughout
the entire night.

In the past, the puja has usually
commenced at about 9 p.m. and
continued on until 7 a.m. the next
morning.  After everything
concludes, all are given prasadam
before they leave.
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Navarathri ‘11!!Navarathri ‘11!!

Left: The massive “frame” was set up around the homakundam

Top: Everyone who had Mahasodasi diksha could sit for homam

Clockwise from upper left: Volunteers bring Vaishno Devi into the

yajnashala upon her arrival at the temple; Aiya and Kumaran alankaram the

festival flagpole; overnight Mahasodasi homams were common with

particularly keen upasakas; weekly bhajans continued throughout the

festival; Kamadhenu held the Devi as Mahalakshmi when she went around

the temple; several people braved the cold for the utsavam festivals.
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The mula murthis

and utsava murthis

were dressed in

similar fashions for

Saraswati puja.

Literally hundreds

of people showed

up on the chariot

festival day, with

four buses coming

in from Toronto just

for that day.

On the day of the

water-cutting

ceremony, the

small murthis in

the temple were

taken down to the

Kashi creek and

received full puja

and abhishekam

there.

The official end to

the Navarathri is

the offering of bali

at the Bhairava

tree behind the

temple.  Anyone

who went had to

remain

completely silent

and reverent for

this small but

important puja.
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Sri Annapurna meditationSri Annapurna meditationSri Annapurna meditationSri Annapurna meditationSri Annapurna meditationSri Annapurna meditationSri Annapurna meditationSri Annapurna meditationSri Annapurna meditationSri Annapurna meditation
by Ramesh Kutticad

Sri Annapurnamba is the upanga deity of Sri Lalithambika.  Her mantra is found worshipped in the
pancha panchika devatas in the kamadhuka panchakam.  She is the last kamadhuka amba.  In the anuttar-
amnaya, she is called Annapurna Sundari, equating her to the Supreme Empress Sri Lalita
Parabhattarikamba.  She is the reigning deity of Kashi, with Lord Visvanatha as her consort.  Her worship
on Divali amavasya is very famous.  Her mention in Lalitopakhyana during the war with Bhandasura is not
there.

The mantra of Annapurnamba is one of those which have the pranava in them.  The mantra runs thus:
hreem sreem kleem Om namo bhagavati annapUrNe mamAbhilaSitam annam dehi svAhA.

Her dhyanA sloka is: AdAya daksha kareNa svarNadarvIm dugdh AnnapUrNamitarena ratna pAtram,
annapradAna niratAm navahemavarNAm ambAm bhaje kanaka mAlyabhUshAm.

 
ambAm:  We find this in a sense of address, O! Mother.  The Mother is the primordial spanda which is the

bija ‘hreem.’
AdAya daksha kareNa svarNadarvIm: means with your right hand holding a golden ladle, The gold is

indicative of richness and hence the bija ‘sreem.’
itarena ratna pAtram:  In your other hand is a jeweled pot.  This points to the worldly pleasures and hence

the bija ‘kleem.’
dugdhAnnapUrNam:  full of milk porridge (paal payasam); fullness indicates the omniscience and

omnipotence, and milk is the product of
cows.  The cow is generally revered as
Vedas; it is white in color, indicating
the amalgamation of all colors, so this
will rightly show us the pranava ‘Om .’

Thus we find the mother holding a
ladle and a jeweled pot which had
nectar, these will point to the order of
the bijas chanted—‘hreem sreem
kleem om.’  This clearly points out the
final goal that this amba is giving us—
the most subtle essence of the Vedas in
the form of pranava by the ladle
‘sreem’ and in the pot ‘kleem.’  Both
point to being in this world and using
things found in this world to get that
knowledge.

annapradAna niratAm:  Always
engaged in enthusiastically giving the
above nectar from the pot is found in
the mantra as ‘mamAbhiliSitamannam
dehi,’ the address of this lady is also
seen in then mantra as ‘annapUrNe.’
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navahemavarNAm, kanaka
mAlyabhUshAm:  Of the colour of
new molten gold, wearing
necklaces and ornaments of gold.
This is ‘richness’ or “lordship.’  As
seen in many mantras this is the
nature of ‘ishvara’ which is called
‘aishvaryam.’ Another word for
this is ‘bhaga’ and one who has
this is called ‘bhagavati.’

bhaje:  I adore or worship.
Worship is to leave this body
consciousness of being individual
to the all-pervading which is
indicated by the ‘na’—not the
‘mah’—individual and ‘svaahaa’
losing all into the fire of the all-
pervading consciousness.

 

Meditation guide
The above meditation stanza

does not include the environment
of the Devi as seen at Kashi.  She is
flanked by Sridevi (Lakshmi) and
Bhudevi and her consort Lord

Visveshvara (Shiva) dances in
front of her.  She is in the posture
of distributing alms from her pot
of nectar through a ladle.

‘Hreem’ indicated Devi Uma
who is the Goddess Annapurna
herself; ‘sreem’ is Lakshmi Devi on
her side and ‘kleem’ is the Bhudevi
on the other side.  ‘Om’ is her
consort Lord Visveshvara
dancing in front of her. 

Annam or food is the basic
building block of this body; it is
built by food and nourished by it.
Bhargavarama says ananda or
bliss is the form of Brahman and
resides in this body in his
kalpasutra—‘Anadao brhamanam
roopam tacca dehe vyavasthitam.’
Hence the meaning for
‘mamaabhilasitam’—that which
is desired by me to be attained—
will mean “bliss” (of course bliss
is desired by all) and “annam”
will point to the receptacle of this
bliss.  Thus, the desired bliss
experience in the body is said in
this part of the mantra.

On a finer pondering of the
above bijas, we find the clue to the
sadhana in our daily routine
(which is within the family).
‘Hreem’ is the core center, the
attainment of bliss; ‘sreem’ will
point to the material/physical
aspect, and ‘kleem’ to the mental
aspect.  We are praying for the
experience of this essence of the
Vedas represented as the pranava
with enthusiasm.  This is verily
the bliss, and the prayer to
sustain this bliss in this receptacle
by this divine Mother in her
motherly form is noted here.
Anuttara-amnaya or the highest
way, zenith of the way is ‘the
experience’ of bliss.  It is apt that
the main deity of this way is
Annapurnesvari.
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Q & AiyaQ & Aiya
We all love hanging out with Aiya,

drinking tea, and sometimes getting some

guidance on how to travel down our own

paths to the Devi.  Here’s an excerpt from a

workshop where he explained how one can

feel the link between burning karma and

chanting the Rudram.

Q:  What is the most effective way for the common person to learn Rudram?

Aiya:  I’m a common person… how did I learn?  Listening and chanting, and
listening and chanting in a group.  I learned Rudram when we had to do
abhishekam to the Devi, back when She was in my garage.  In those days I didn’t
know how to chant it, but I knew a young kid from Buffalo who went to a Veda
Patashala and learned Rudram properly.  He would come on Thursdays and
chant when we did abhishekam and I sat beside him and followed along.

You have to struggle through it—there are some sounds that are very difficult
to get around your tongue.  But you have to practice; you have to stay with it,
that’s the only way.  Get to a place where someone who already knows Rudram
and learn from them.  There are many of them in the Toronto and Mississauga
area.

And one more thing to those people who know Rudram—if someone comes to
you and asks you to teach them, don’t say no, especially if you are a Sri Vidya
upasaka.  There is a section in the Navaavarana Puja that is called samaiyuga
puja.  That means if someone comes to you and asks to learn something, you
must teach them.  If they don’t have room in their house but are committed to
learning, you must make all the arrangements so they can learn.

Because the person coming and asking is not just anyone; the Devi is coming
and asking you in their form.  So whatever knowledge you have, share it.

Q.  Is it okay to chant Rudram
partially if we cannot chant
completely for any reason?

Aiya:  I kind of find that
difficult to answer.  Can you
answer me one question?  Is it
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okay to eat a meal halfway?  You
don’t have time, you have to be at
the office.  Half the food is still on
the plate—will you leave it and
go?  If your answer to this
question is that you have to eat
the entire meal, then you also
have to chant the entire Rudram.

If you think there’s not enough
time to chant the whole Rudram,
you can chant the 11 names of
Rudra, and in one breath:  Namaste
astu bhagavan, Visveshwaraya,
Mahadevaya, Triyambakaya,
Tripuraantakaya, Trikagni Kalaya,
Kalagni Rudraya, Neelakantaya,
Mrutyunjayaya, Sarveshwaraya,
Sadha Shivaya, Sriman Mahadevaya
namaha.

Alternatively, you could also
chant the first and last
anuvakams if you don’t have time.

Q.  How does chanting Rudram
help the whole world?

Aiya:  What is Rudra?  When the
primordial explosion took place
14 and a half billion years ago to
create what you see as the
external universe, one second
after that cataclysmic explosion,
the temperature was two and a
half billion degrees Celsius.  That’s
what science will tell you.  That is
Rudram.

And when you chant the
Rudram,
check your

body temperature; it will rise.  If
you want to see this in practice,
come to the temple, the
Rajarajeswari Peetam on
Shivarathri night and touch
anyone who is chanting—you’ll
think they have a fever.  That heat
of the primordial explosion is
reproduced in proportion to the
body mass of the person chanting.
The power and inflection with
which you chant will also affect
the amount of heat produced.

What is the purpose of the rising
temperature?  It’s burning your
karma, man!  So the effect to the
rest of the world is that you can
collectively burn others’ karma as
well.

Q.  Can your karma be changed?
If it can be changed, how does this
work, and how can we reduce our
karma?

Aiya:  Everybody wants a
reduction.  They camp out all
night the day after Thanksgiving
for a sale and if you ask them to
come to Shivarathri they say they
have no time.  Let me tell you
something.  Like matter—matter
can neither be created nor
destroyed—karma cannot be
destroyed.  But you can process
the karma.  How do you do this?
Chant the Rudram!

In the body, there are three
places where there is Agni—in the
genitals there is Kamagni, the fire
of lust; in the stomach there is
Jataragni, the fire of hunger;
between the eyebrows there is
Jnanagni, the fire of knowledge.
Focus on any of those three places
and chant the Rudram into that
fire.  Your karma will burn.

What will happen when you
chant anything?  The Universal
Being will give you the inner
strength to withstand whatever
negative effects are coming at you.
So whatever is coming, instead of
hitting you in the face, it will go
over your head.  So the surge of
the karmic force can be reduced
by chanting the Vedas.

Scores of people showed up at the temple to chant the Rudram together at Shivarathri.  Aiya says a

good way to learn this text is  to chant together in a group with others who have already mastered

its nuances.
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ChidagniChidagniChidagniChidagniChidagni
The story of Sri Amritananda Saraswati

part 5part 5part 5part 5part 5

ChidagniChidagniChidagniChidagniChidagni
The biography of Sri

Amritananda Saraswati—who is

affectionately known as Guruji

to most of Aiya’s students—was

penned in Telugu by Smt. Nethi

Seeta Devi.   These chapters were

translated into English and

graciously submitted to the Sri

Chakra by Venkateshwar Babu

from Philadelphia in an ongoing

series.

Career
1956 was a year of great significance in Guruji’s life. He had completed

his education at Andhra University
that year.  It was in the same year
Guruji got married to Srimathi
Annapurna.  The same year he joined
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
(TIFR), Bombay as a Research
Assistant for a monthly pay of Rs.175/-
.  All the three were major
accomplishments for a young bachelor;
education, marriage, job opportunity
took place in the same year.

Since then and until 1977 for almost
22 years, Guruji was deeply associated
in the field of research.  During that
period, he also became the proud
father of 3 daughters.

When Guruji joined TIFR there were
around 40 scientists who were experts
in their own fields.  Dr. Homi Babha
was the head of TIFR.s In addition, he
was also the Head of the Atomic
Research Institute.

When Guruji was at
TIFR, he was not only
involved in research,
but had also presented
many papers in
Nuclear Physics,
Material Sciences,
Solid State Physics,
Solid State Electronics,
etc.  For the first time
in India, under
guidance of Prof.
Ramanathan Guruji
was involved in
designing and building
Integrated Chips in

Original photos from Guruji

and Ammah’s wedding in

1956.
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India.  Later this technology was
transferred to Bharat Electronics
Limited located in Bangalore.

Over a period of time, Guruji
gradually got involved in
computer design.  Slowly,
Integrated Chips followed by 8-
bit processor.    Using TTL
technology, he devised Floating
Desk Calculators. Guruji’s quest
for knowledge was never ending.
With utmost enthusiasm, Guruji
involvement in research on Moss
Bauer Effect of Nuclear Gamma
Resonance leads to his Doctorate
from Bombay University.

Guruji mentions, “TIFR led to
Atomic Energy Institute, and that in
turn led to Electronics Corporation of
India, and then ISRO, and then
Thumba Rocket Launch Station, and so
on.  In this way, atomic power projects
developed in India.”

After 23 years of Guruji’s service
in TIFR, he had to get involved in
Air Defense projects.  At that
stage, Guruji questioned himself
“Why am I in this division? Are the
projects in this group constructive?”
These questions were causing him
concern and his conscience
wanted him to go against it.  It
was at this critical stage of
contemplation that a life-turning,
memorable event occurred.

Second experience of
consciousness

Though Guruji was living in
Bombay, he was traveling all over
the country and had
opportunities to meet
intellectuals, industrialists, and
interact with scientists and
physicists engaged in various
research organizations.  It was in
1977 he was in Hyderabad,
visiting ECIL (Electronics
Corporation of India) for
discussions on mini computer
programs.  Though he was tired,
being busy at work all day, he did
not get sleep one night.  Guruji
decided to step out for a walk.

It was around 5 a.m. and the
streets were still deserted at that
time.  Guruji saw a temple
glowing as bright as Iravatham at

an elevation.  There were steps leading to the top into
this temple.

Guruji started walking towards the temple that
interested him, and realized that it was a Hanuman
Temple.  Unknowingly this abode of worship
reminded him of the Hanuman Temple opposite to
Prabhat Talkies in Visakhapatnam.  He remembered
his childhood when he used to go that temple daily for
prasadam. Guruji started climbing the steps towards
this Hanuman Temple.  Having never visited temples
since 11 years of age, and being 45 years old at that
stage, Guruji felt as if someone was pushing him from
behind.

Guruji observed that there were hardly four or five
devotees in the temple.  He then found an old man
offering respects by prostrating to Lord Hanuman.
Having hardly visited any temple, Guruji also offered
his respects by prostrating before Lord Hanuman.  It
was at this moment that unexplainable joy and
happiness flowed through his body like electrical
current.  Guruji later said this experience could not be
explained in words.

It was at the same time Lord Balaji dressed as male
as well as female approached Guruji and energized
him.  Balaji—as Bala, Bala Tripura Sundari (Gopaala
Krishna in male form) gave the divine blessing at those
auspicious moments.

An old Telugu saying indicates, “No one knows when it
rains or when one becomes lifeless.”  To this day, though
technology has advanced great strides, and can predict
rains it still remains an unsolved mystery to
determine when one may lose life.  For that matter, no
one even knows what may happen the next minute.
On a similar note, Guruji never ever expected the visit
to this Hanuman temple that day would change his life
forever!

Guruji experienced exactly the same as he had as a
young boy.  The whole universe was going around him
in circles fast and merging into him.  Guruji recalled
that this experience at a young age led him to become
unconscious.  He felt again his head was spinning.
Guruji questioned himself, “Is this real happening to me
once again?”

Before Guruji could realize what was going on, Lord
Venkateshwara appeared before him in the masculine
form with feminine aspects.  He said, “I am
Venkateshwara, Bala, Balaji, and Bala Tripura
Sundari.”

Guruji did not know what happened to him.  Lord
Venkateshwara touched Guruji and a bright spark of
divinity pierced him through his forehead.  Guruji was
speechless and lost in tranquility.  It was at this time,
that he heard in a clear and soft voice, a verse from
Isaavasyopanishad recited in his ears.

Guruji lost track of time and presence, and continued
to just keep staring at the presence of divinity near
him.

Lord Balaji delivered enormous knowledge to Guruji.
This strange experience led Guruji to believe he was
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lost in an ocean of divinity, and
was enjoying every moment of
what was happening to him.

By the time Guruji regained his
composure and knew what was
happening to him, he found that
many had already left the temple.
Realizing this, Guruji went and
had darshan of the Lord, and
slowly made his way back home.

Many consider that it was this
occasion that transformed Guruji
into a divine soul. On his way
back from the temple, there were
many thoughts going on in
Guruji’s mind.

“Why did I ignore and gradually lose
the spirituality in me all these days?
When I have spent so much time and
energy conducting research in my field,
why not I allocate more time for
spirituality? Are my current Air
Defense projects that important?
Counter acting to enemy’s air attacks
may be
great,
but at
the end
of the
day,
these are
weapons
of

destruction. When destruction can occur
on a large scale at the switch of a
button, why should I be a partner in
crime?”

Childhood memories started
coming to the forefront in Guruji’s
mind and kept bothering him once
again.

“I have a decent job. Having settled in
defense research life is sailing smooth.
So far, so good.  So should I continue
status quo?  If I continue to delve deeper
in research, to what extent is it
appropriate?  To defend my country from
enemies is it valid to destroy fertile
lands?  Is it valid to harm and let
innocent civilians suffer?  As a
consequence, huge fortune perishes.
What is more relevant?  Why not this
effort be spent to save lives instead of
perishing them?”

These restless thoughts added
fuel to the fire in Guruji’s mind.
As a matter of fact, Lord Balaji’s
darshan can be considered a
turning point in Guruji’s life.  It
further invigorated him to think
deeper.

“Should I continue with my modern
sophisticated life style? In this lifetime,
will spirituality lead me to higher
levels? Is it possible? If so, should I
pursue this? Possibly, I should delve
into this deeper without any
hesitation.”

Upon his return to Bombay,
Guruji got fully engrossed in his
daily activities, and never had an
opportunity to explore his earlier
thought process on spirituality.
Even in case, he had the
opportunity to think about it, he
did not know how to proceed
further in that path.

Guruji and Ammah around the time they got married, about 55 years ago.
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Sri Chakra Avaranas & Chit Vimarsa
by Sri B. Jayaraman & Smt. Vijaya

Sri Chakra Avaranas & Chit Vimarsa
part 2part 2part 2part 2part 2

In the last Sri Chakra, Sri Jayaraman shared his
immense knowledge on the nine levels of the Sri Meru
and how each of them are related to an upasaka and his
personal level of achievement regarding the Mother.  Here
is the 2nd of his three-part piece.

Avarana 3
In the third stage of Chit Vimarsa, Jeeva is

called Prajnya because jeeva consciously seeks
ananda primarily through his intellect and
deeper understanding and appreciation at the
causal level.  The yoginis are Guptatara—very
highly secret—others do not even know that
such secrets exist.  This state is compared to
Sushupthi, which is the deep sleep where there is
no mind and senses but only the memory aspects
of the brain.

Yoginis have no physical forms; they are
“Anangas” who do not have any physical parts.
Ananga Kusuma, Ananga Mekala etc.  They are
purely conceptual.  The chakra is called Sarva
Sankshopanam because everything is in its
essence.  The siddhi needed at this stage is
Mahima—very great.  The mudra—Ananda
status is rightly called Sarvaakarshanam—with
jeeva’s intellect everything is automatically
attracted towards him.

Avarana 4
We have so far discussed three stages of Chit

Vimarsam and Ananda, which are common
to all but in varying degrees.  The first three
avaranas represent the three avasthas of
ordinary human beings, who go through the
cycle of birth and death.  Persons of good virtue
and purity of mind with the abundant grace
of Lalita become inquisitive and search for higher
levels of Ananda from within without any other
worldly thoughts.  This is called “thurya
avastha”—the Transcendental Meditative state.

In this state there is no physical world for
them.  They develop Akandaakaara Vrutthi, i.e.
the meditative world has no boundaries or

limitations.  In this state, jeeva is called
“Chethas”— Scientific minded and this thurya
avastha continues until the ninth avarana, with
more and more chit vimarsam and udvegam, the
urge from within.

The jeeva searches for that knowledge that is
tested and traditionally handed over through
generations, creating the term Sam Pra Daya.
Sam is samyak, meaning very well; Pra
Daya means “handed through the
parampara”—thus Sampradaya yoginis.  The
siddhi of this state is “Isithva”—that which
controls.

The sadaka realizes at this stage that he is the
master of himself and controls his mind and
senses.  Sarva Vasankari Mudra indicates that
he derives ananda from within only, after
bringing his senses, mind and thoughts under
his control (“vasam” means to keep within your
control). The greatest bhagyam is the ability to
get Ananda from within.  Hence, the name Sarva
Saubhagya Dayaka Chakram.

Avarana 5
The sadaka, during the course of “Iswara

Vichara,” having convinced himself about
Ananda from within and having
developed control over his mind and senses,
develops an intense desire to acquire that great
knowledge from an enlightened Guru.  The
siddhi or attainment required is “Vasithva
Siddhi,” i.e. he has everything within his control
and he no more longs for anything.

The Guru also accepts him in view of this
attainment and thus the Kulam of Guru and
Disciple get enriched with the grace of Kula
Uttheerna Yoginis.  Attainment of Guru
(Gurupasadhanam) ensures attainment of all
purusharthas—both bhoga and Moksha
without any conflict.  Thus this avaranam is
called “Sarvartha Sadhakam.”  With the intense
thirst for the highest knowledge leading to
moksha beginning to get fulfilled with
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Gurupasadhanam, the upasaka is
in an intoxicated ananda state
called “Sarvonmadhini Mudra.”

During the very first contact
with Sri Guru the upasaka
realizes that the great knowledge
he is going to receive is Brahman
itself and not different from the
Guru—the state of Chit
Vimarsam is “Pragnyanam
Brahma.”

Avarana 6
Having attained the greatest of

all saubhagyams and bhoga /
moksha purusharthams, the
upasaka now needs special
protection from everything and
everywhere.  Thus the next
avaranam is “Sarva
Rakshakaram.”  The avarana
devatha yoginis are hidden in
every thing and offer protection
from within every where and
hence called “Nigarbha Yoginis.”

The Chit Vimarsam of upasaka
is the readiness to listen to Guru
Upadesam repeatedly with
bubbling enthusiasm  (Udvegam,
the Urge from within) which is
described as “Sravanam.”

In this state he receives the
message from Guru—“Thath
thvamasi”—Thou art that.

This profound Maha Vakya guides
him into Thathva vichara. 

The Chit Vimarsa of upasaka in
this state of Sravanam / thathva
vichara receives the grace of
Nigarbha yoginis which leads
to the cave of the heart beyond the
five sheaths of Anna , Prana,
Mano, Vignyana and Ananda
maya Sariras where
Prathyagatman shines.

Nigarbha means:  Nitharam
Garbhe Athi Rahasya Sthale
Sthithvath—Cave of heart, or
Nigarbha itself means Brahman,
hidden to the ignorant but
realised by Chit Vimarsa of
thathva Vichara / sravanam.

The siddhi referred here is
“Prakamya” Siddhi, meaning
Prakarshena Kamyam i.e. Most

desired eternal Bliss.  Prakamya
siddhi provides both Vidya /
Vichara shakthi and Vi—
Shuddhi.   Based on the Sraddha
of the upasaka, he will attain the
removal of Avidya / ignorance by
Vidya Shakthi and the very
special purification of thoughts—
Chittha shuddhi, the first
requirement for thathva
vicharam (knowledge of Self).

The Mudra of this avarana is
“Sarva Mahangkusa” i.e. Ananda
of getting anchored to the
thathva vichara leading to better
and newer understanding.

Watch for the 3rd of three parts of Sri
Jayaraman’s article in the next Sri
Chakra.
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